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State level Bankers and Micro Finance
Institutions Meet
An Interactive session on:
• Scope of collaboration between bank and MFIs
• Mutual expectations in the evolving and positive regulatory framework
On 18th of August 2014 at Calcutta Club, Kolkata

Organized by Association of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal
(AMFI-WB)

Introduction:
The Association of Micro Finance Institutions – West Bengal organized a State Level Bankers Meet on
micro finance aspects on 18th of August 2014 at The Calcutta Club (241, AJC Bose Road, Kolkata 700020). There were 25 bank delegates and 46 MFI leaders participated the meet in total 71 participants.

The primary objective of the Meet was to have an interactive session between Bankers and MFI Leaders
to discuss the direction the microfinance sector is taking, expanding the scope of collaboration between
Banks & MFIs, mutual expectations and evolving regulatory framework. Several positive developments
in recent times make the microfinance sector exciting once again:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The microfinance industry has reached a loan portfolio of Rs. 30,000 crores, a 25% over the year
Bank exposure to MFIs has reached Rs. 22,000 crores as on March ‘14
Bandhan, India’s largest MFI has been granted a Banking License
MFIN, the association of NBFC MFIs has been granted the status of a Self Regulatory Organization
RBI has allowed NBFC MFIs to become Banking Correspondents
RBI has also recently released the draft regulations for the creation of Small Banks and Payments
Bank to enhance financial inclusion
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The healthy growth of the microfinance sector, huge unmet demand in a large country like India and the
enabling regulatory framework opens up exciting opportunities for Banks and MFIs to work together. It is
in this context that AMFI-WB plans to bring together Bankers and MF industry leaders to discuss the
strengthening of relations and forging new ones in an informal setting.
About AMFI-WB:
The Association of Micro finance Institutions West Bengal (AMFI - WB) is an institution which
serves the cause of promotion and development of
micro finance in the State with a membership of 28
Micro Finance Institutions. AMFI – WB is
currently catering to around 40 lakh poor women
by providing those financial services, especially
micro credit. AMFI – WB regularly conducts
stakeholder meet at the district level, management
development programs for its members, MF
industry related seminars & workshops and
member meetings on matters of mutual interest.
Inaugural and opening session:
Mr. Ajit Kumar Maity, Chairperson, AMFI-WB welcomed and greeted all the dignitaries ‘of the Banking
communities and the microfinance communities. In his welcome address he shared the following concern:
• This event is organized by AMFI-WB in view of effective interaction between banks and MFIs
• He shared about Andhra Crisis and perhaps the entire micro finance sector has been suffered due
to that reason.
• He stated that probably the bankers are not very much comfortable due to Andhra Crisis to fund
MFI sector. He humbly requested to all the bankers for provide sufficient credit support to MFIs.
• He shared that many MFIs particularly members of AMFI-WB are suffering due to lack of fund.
Around 50% of our members are getting good banking support but rest are not getting well as
there are NBFC and non-NBFC MFIs in AMFI-WB.
• MFIs are giving loan to the poor people, but when the borrowers repaid the amount that time MFI
wants to give further loan to them. But in present scenario maximum MFIs are unable to give
further loan to the borrowers after the repayment.
• Honorable Chairperson also stated West Bengal MFIs are doing very good practices, even they are
also maintaining a good track record. He mentioned Banks and MFIs both need to maintain a good
relationship. Mr. Maity requested to all bank dignitaries to help the MFI sector, which can also
help indirectly to the poor people.
• He stated after Andhra episode banking sector is imposing so many steps like personal guarantee
and so on. He has given an example to the Bank personnel that MFIs are not taking any guarantee
from the poor people, so how MFIs can give loan to the poor people with the personal guarantee!
• With this he ended his welcome address.
After that Mr. Chandra Shekhar Ghosh, Secretary, AMFI-WB and CMD, Bandhan shared about the
following concern in regards to describe objective of the meet:
• Mr. Ghosh welcomed all the bank delegates and all the MFI delegates. Mr. Ghosh stated Indian
micro finance sector is reaching to the country in a large way, and presently serving 26 million
poor people those who are getting credit service in all over India. Honorable Secretary also stated,
out of that, West Bengal is the second largest portfolio compare to the country. Mr. Ghosh stated
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•

micro credit model is now recognized and it is financially viable and RBI has given recognition to
the sector by approving In-Principal banking licenses to Bandhan.
Mr. Ghosh also stated, Govt. of India had recently declared there should be “75 million bank
account in India from each household in between
August 2018”. He also added, if all the banks and
micro finance institutions can work in a collaboration
effort the target can be reach within August, 2018.
Mr. Ghosh also stated this is the biggest bankers’
meet of AMFI-WB as of now and he expected that,
by this meet, the distance between Banks and MFIs
can be minimized. He also added if Banks & MFIs
are working together it may happen in future in
unbanked areas the poor people can get banking
services.

After his speech over, Mr. A.K. Maity and Mr. C.S. Ghosh on behalf of AMFI-WB shared Guest of
Honor to Mr. Anurag Srivastava, IAS, Joint Secretary, finance, Department of Finance, Government of
West Bengal. Mr. Ghosh share that Mr. Srivasava is also looking after SLBC meeting for the state and
requested him that AMFI-WB can participate those meeting. Then Mr. Ghosh requested him to share few
words for today’s meet. Accordingly Mr. Srivastava shared the following:
Speech of Mr. Anurag Srivastava, IAS, Joint Secretary, finance, Department of Finance,
Government of West Bengal:
• Mr. Srivastava stated he is very much happy to be present at
this meet and spending times with all the Bankers & MFIs
representatives.
• Mr. Srivastava stated few points on financial inclusion
concept. He stated, after independence, financial inclusion
was the major priority in our country, like nationalization of
banks, opening rural banks, special schemes for SHGs. He
stated about the on time repayment rate of MFIs that is
92.2%, which is amazing and it is not comparable with NPA
of any banks.
• He shared that MFI is playing an important role on financial literacy initiatives for rural and urban
poor people.
• He mentioned about the customized services of all MFIs, like their door step delivery. Mr. Srivastava
also mentioned all micro finance institutions are
playing an important role. Government of West Bengal
is very much proactive and very much willing to have
collaborative efforts with all MFIs, because financial
inclusion is the major priority. “I hope that soon we
will be able use MFI structure in West Bengal for
financial literacy and financial inclusion program.
• He mentioned that there are still 800 GPs are
unbanked.
After that Mr. Anurag Srivastava and other members on
dais unfasten a book of AMFI-WB named (Our Members).
A PowerPoint presentation on AMFI-WB:
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Mr. Shubhankar Sengupta, Additional secretary, AMFI-WB gave a brief introduction about the
association and its members organization through power point presentation. Mr. Sengupta mentioned
about the level of optimism of this industry in related to growth of this sector during 2012. He explained
about his hope that good days are coming for all those, who are working in this sector. He also mentioned
about MFIN SRO status and briefed about the NBFCs as a banking correspondence. Mr. Sengupta stated
Bandhan Banking licenses recognized the industry as a whole. He expected MFIs & its principal
supporter like bank, to work together and make financial inclusion in next couple of years. Following are
the brief about presentation shared by Mr. S. Sengupta and Mr.
Pranab Rakshit, treasurer; AMFI-WB is as follows:
 Association of Micro finance Institutions - West Bengal
(AMFI - WB) is an institution which serves the cause of
promotion and development of micro finance in the State
with a membership of 28 Micro Finance Institutions.
 AMFI – WB is currently catering to around 40 lakh poor
women by providing them financial services, especially
micro credit through approximately 12,000 employees who
hail from lower economic background.
 AMFI – WB upholds the cause of micro finance through organizing Interactive Sessions, Seminars,
and Workshops for the employees of MFIs to ensure client protection, for the stakeholders including
bankers, politicians and even for borrowers in order to have effective and smooth functioning of micro
finance activities with enough fund flow and so on.
 The sole objective of AMFI – WB is to initiate a significant change by empowering the poor,
especially women, who are socially disadvantaged and economically exploited. Monitoring the MFIs
in order to understand whether they are complying with the RBI Guidelines and with it adhering to the
Code of Conduct which has been prescribed by RBI, and MFIN and Sa-Dhan (both national level
network for Microfinance Institutions).
 AMFI - WB boasts of being ‘a-first-of-its-kind’ initiative in the State’s collective fraternity of MFI
players. It is a unique effort and has been instrumental for the enhancement of income generating
activities among poor women through the help of microfinance services in the State of West Bengal.
 A Glimpse of AMFI-WB member organization in a consolidated manner (March 2014)
 PARTICULARS
 MARCH 2014
 No. Of branches
 No. Of borrowers
 Loan outstanding

 1781
 3991404
 4119.82 Crore

 No. Of staff
 11630
 On time repayment rate
 99.11%
 Number of District Covered in West Bengal
 19
 Number of Block covered in West Bengal
 340
 Number of Municipality Covered in West Bengal
 121
 Organize regular meeting with the Members: AMFI-WB conduct meeting with head of Members in
regular interval to discuss core issues of micro finance in the state, coordination among the MFIs in
field level, code of conduct, RBI circulars, program plan and strategy of AMFI-WB, effective
relationship with bankers and financial institutions, review of members if needed, new membership,
membership review, publication of report, brochure, newspaper/press coverage, program review etc.
 AMFI-WB conducts such initiatives for the leaders, senior management level, trainers and even for
operation level employees of the member organizations. The major topics are:
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o Code of conduct
o Corporate Governance
o Risk Management
o Financial literacy
o TOT in systematic way
o Rating and grading concern
o Regulatory mechanism
o Bankers meet
AMFI-WB organizes district level members meeting with district level heads and field employees for
effective coordination in operation field. The district level coordination team from MFIs also visit
regularly to different stakeholders such as – dist.
Administration, police department, banks and
financial
institutions,
Panchayet
and
Municipalities, MLAs and MPs including
Ministers, major political leaders, media,
education and health institutions etc. to share
about Micro Finance Institutions and their
operation process and distribute them Annual
Report, brochure and related documents.
AMFI-WB organizes Press Meet particularly
after any major event. AMFI-WB addresses
press to share the progress of micro finance
industry, core issues of the industry etc.
AMFI-WB organizes meeting with different rating organization like ICRA, CARE etc. with the
objective of sharing their organization details as well member MFIs expectations from rating agencies
AMFI-WB organizes bankers meet in regular basis in state level as well as in small way inviting one
or two bank officials to exchange views with member organizations.
The Member organizations participated Micro Finance related event organized by various Chamber of
Commerce like – ICC, CII, BCC, FICCI etc. for update the information and raising the micro finance
issues in the bigger forum in a collective way.

After that, Mr. C.S. Ghosh facilitated the process of discussion on bankers statement towards the event
and accordingly the concern Bank leaders shared the following:
Mr. Arbind Mishra, General Manager, UCO Bank:
UCO is thankful to AMFI-WB for this
wonderful platform to share our views. He stated, when he got the invitation, he thoughts, it’s a gig
opportunity for the big bankers to attend the meet. He stated, both
bank and MFI are doing same kind of job with a common vision, so
there is no reason not to support MFIs. It is a most vibrant sector, he
added. He said. “I read somewhere that MFIs recovery rate is 96%
and it is a good aspect to trust MFIs by banks”. He shared that
Andhra issue is the main setback to this sector. And it is indeed true
that after this incident bank become frustrated. Therefore, banks
introduces personal guarantee. He shared both Banks and MFIs
have a great job of financial inclusion declared by our Prime
Minister that by August 15 in next year, 75 Million of families will have at least one bank account. It is a
great challenge for all of us. He also mentioned about banking correspondence and role of MFIs. Now, in
present scenario, after the positive intervention of RBI, the situation is restored in favour of MF industry.
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Forum like this is very much helpful to minimize the gap between banks and MFIs. as of now, the banks
are dealing with MFIs in case to case basis.
Mr. Sunil Gupta, GM, Union Bank of India:
I am delighted to be here to meet MFI leaders and
bankers in a common platform, he shared. He also shared about Andhra Incident followed by Malegaun
committee report, and definitely it took sometimes to stabilize the situation. Gradually all banks started to
support MFIs based on their performance and at the same time every bank has its own policy for support
to MFIs. he mentioned about more than 100 percent security and personal guarantee that MFIs are raising
the issue. He pointed out that this is only for the purposes of financial relevance and stability and because
of that the banks develop that kind of system for financial support. We ask of 25% margin and this is case
to case basis. This is more about based on policy and regulator guidelines. Banks are also specific about
MFIs and sector is much more responsible. Mr. Ghosh is asked me what we look for financing the MFIs
and we can say guidelines is there for banks and we cannot go beyond that. The only thing is that MFIs
are supplementing the effort of banks where we cannot reach directly.
Mr. Ramakrishnan, General Manager, SIDBI: First
of all, he thanks AMFI-WB for arranging this meeting. He
stated about pre and post Andhra incident and how MF
sector suffered and gradually improved and recovered. He
shared that MF tool is very good for financial inclusion.
The SIDBI and growth of MF institutions is very
significant. He said that all the banks should support to
MFIs for noble cause and
facilitate
for
financial
inclusion. SIDBI have been propagating with code of
conduct and joined hand with Sa-Dhan and MFIN, also
advocating for responsible and best practices, transference
to follow proper RBI guidelines. MFIs are flooring to rural masses for financial inclusion. Bankers and
MFIs relationship is now gradually developing.
Mr. CS Krishnamurthy, GM – 3, State Bank of India: There is no discrimination to credit support to
MFIs in any form. We support MFIs in case to case basis. SBI is the first bank who started financing
small entities like MFIs and so on. He also referred the case of SKS. However, he also stated that MFI
recovery rate is very good. He advised to MFIs for strengthen the sector but not spoil or destroy the
sector. He said that MFIs should have very prominent vision. He also referred Prime Minister Declaration
for financial inclusion target. He also requests other MFIs to follow Bandhan so that may be after several
years other MFI can be expanded like Bandhan.
Mr. S.K Rastogi, Deputy General Manager, Bijaya Bank:
Bankers and MFIs and thanks for this initiative. He
supported the statement of Mr. Krishnamurthy that the main
objective of banks is financial inclusion. Our MFIs are
already doing the financial inclusion activities to reach the
target of present Prime Minister. We are also financing this
industry and we are happy that we are also doing financial
inclusion program not directly but indirectly. Therefore, we
are certainly with the MFIs to support them for financial
inclusion program.

He shared his greeting to all the

After that open discussion occurred between MFIs and Banks
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where MFI leaders raised several issues or concern in order to get response from the banking sector in
following manner:
• The banking sector become more conservative in post Andhra incident but despite of those MFIs
grows significantly. The MFIs even repaid to banks in spite of low receiving fund from bank. Even
Bandhan would have not reached in this stage if banking community would not support Bandhan.
Therefore, we all the MFIs expect similar kind of support so that we all can grow well.
• The personal guarantee also cannot be a handy solution for repayment collection by banks. The bank
can more look into the matter of equity and other aspect. So as association, we request all banks to
look in to the matter and consider the issues of small MFIs.
• As bank stated that Bank funding for all sorts of MFIs including NGO MFIs. But recent trend shows
that NBFC MFIs are getting more support than NGO MFIs.
• Grading is the concern for credit support.
• Public sector banks are asking for personal guarantee but private sector banks are not asking for that.
Mr. T.K. Mukherjee, Zonal Head and DGM, Federal Bank responded:
Shared about cases of
funding to MFIs in India. He shared that MFIs need to be careful about abiding RBI complies because
banks are restricted with complies. There are many MFIs who are maintaining well with banking
guidelines.
Mr. CS Krishnamurthy responded:
banks looks into the
proposal and never discriminate whether it is NGO or NBFC MFIs.
It is depends on how the proposal is fit for funding. He requested
MFIs to deal the matter with SBI in case to case basis.
Mr. Arbind Mishra responded:
he responded on personal
guarantee that as the sector improves, we are shrinking personal
guarantee and security deposit in case to case basis.
This way many question asked by MFIs and bank delegates tried to answer those concern. However, it
was consensus that individual MFIs can meet the bank delegates at their office to solve the problem they
are facing with the banks.
Vote of thanks:
Shared by Mr. Anjan Dasgupta, MD, ASAI shared sincere thanks to all bank delegates, Mr. Anurag
Srivastava and entire MFI leaders for spending their valuable contribution to make the meet a successful
one. He also shared sincere thanks to Sponsor MFIs who contributed financially for this event. He also
thanks to member of Calcutta club Mr. Sushil Kumar Roy and all support staff of Calcutta Club.
Shard by Mr. Kuldip Maity, MD, VFSPL shared thanks to all delegates for their wonderful
contribution for meet. He shared the following aspect to sum up the
whole discussion:
• MF sector is directly to priority sector lending to have a
poverty free nation, financial inclusion for all the people. So it
is more on social business than a commercial look.
• Therefore, bankers are requested to see this sector as a social
business with gaining lees profit from this sector. Because
most of the MFIs started MF not for earn money but to reach
in unreach area, to reach very poor section of the society.
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•
•
•

Many of us raised the issue of personal guarantee and banks need to think about it in future.
He stated about interest cap given by banks. He emphasized on reducing interest cap by banks so
that MFIs can provide loan to people in much lower interest.
He also shared about security deposit obligatory by banks. That also becomes a burden for the
MFIs and ultimately people cannot get interest in lower rate.

Bank delegates for State level Bankers Meet
Sl.
No.

Name/designation of
Invitees

Name of bank/financial
Institution with address

Contact details – email id and
contact number

Bank delegates who participated the event on 18th of Aug. 2014:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mr. Ramakrishnan, General SIDBI, 11, U. N. Brahmachari
Manager,
Street, Kolkata – 700001
Mr. Arbind Mishra, GM
UCO Bank, Dalhousie, 3rd Floor,
Kolkata - 700 001
Mrs. Lovely Mukherjee, Maanveeya. 7 A, Wet Row, Park
Area Manager
Circus, Kol – 17,
Mr.
Shidhartha
Kar Bank of India. 5, B.T.M Sarani,
Mahapatro, Chief Manager, Kolkata – 700001,
National Banking Group, East

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14

Suman Dutta, Relationship Development
Credit
Bank.
Manger
‘Premtala’, 39, Shakespeare Sarani,
Kol – 700017
Prasenjit Maji,
IDBI. 44, Shakespeare Sarani, Kol 700017
Kumar Bhaskar, AGM
IDBI. 44, Shakespeare Sarani, Kol 700017
K.C. Mohanty, AGM, ZO
Indian Overseas Bank, 119, Park
Street, White House, Kolkata
700016
Mr. Sunil Gupta, GM Union Bank of India, 225C AJC
(Newly joined)
Bose Road, "Aelpe Court", 1st
Floor, Kolkata 700020
Mr. Raja Kumar DH, Karnataka Bank Ltd-KOLKATA
Assistant General Manager RO. First Floor, Office no.111,
Diamond Prestige, 41A, AJC Road,
Kolkata-700017 West Bengal State.
Mr. Vadiraj. K.A, Chief Karnataka Bank Ltd, Shubham, 1st
Manager
Floor, 1, Sarojini Naidu Sarani,
Park Street, Kolkata - 700017
Mr. S.K Rastogi, Deputy Bijaya Bank, 97/1, Trimurti
General Manager,
Apartment, Park Street, 5th Floor,
Kolkata- 700 016,

8697722929,
sramakrishnan@sidbi.in
9874832671,
hopscredit.calcutta@ucobank.co.in
9433286094,
lmukherjee@oikocredit.org

9681635086,
sidhartha7411@yahoo.co.in
8967973990, 033-66272658
suman.dutta@debbank.com
prasenjit.maji@idbi.co.in,
9674475096
kumar.bhaskar@idbi.co.in,
9088589128
033-22657406,
8335895500,
kcmohanty@iobnet.co.in

gmfgmokolkata@unionbankofindi
a.com,
9903009504,
rajakumarbh@ktkbank.com
033-22837903, direct table – 03322831611, 9903973264,
vadirajka@ktkbank.com
033-22262910, Mob: 9831175190,

rmrokolkata@vijayabank.co.in

Mr Rohit Singh, Chief Dhanalakshmi Bank , Kolkata Main 9836901019,
Branch, 11/1, Ideal Plaza, Ground rohit.singh@dhanbank.co.in
Manager.

Mr Amit Anand, Senior
Manager

Floor, Sarat Bose Rd, Sreepally,
Ballygunge, Kolkata, West Bengal
:700020. 033 2281 5100
Dhanalakshmi Bank , Kolkata Main
Branch, 11/1, Ideal Plaza, Ground
Floor, Sarat Bose Rd, Sreepally,
Ballygunge, Kolkata, West Bengal

9674165260,
amit.anand@dhanbank.co.inn
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Sl.
No.

Name/designation of
Invitees

Name of bank/financial
Institution with address

Contact details – email id and
contact number

:700020. 033 2281 5100

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Mr. CS
GM – 3

Krishnamurthy, State Bank of India, Local Head
Office, Samriddhi Bhavan,1 Strand
Road, Kolkata-1
Mr. Nandakumar. G, South Indian Bank Ltd. Regional
st
DGM and Regional Head Office, 20A, Park Street I Floor,
Kolkata-16.

09674710013,
gm3lhokol@sbi.co.in

Mr. T.K. Mukherjee, Federal Bank, Zonal Office, 6,
Zonal Head and DGM
Hungerford Street, Kolkata 700017
Shri Ramesh Kamath. N. Corporation Bank, Zonal Office, 3,
Middleton Row, ground Floor,
DGM, Zonal Head

033-22830840. calg@federalbank.co.in
tarunkm@federalbank.co.in
9836708600

Ph
:
033-40031212,22650050
E-mail : ro1013@sib.co.in
9831981978. nandakumarg@sib.co.in

033-22177546,
22290103,
cb8808@corpbank.co.in
Kolkata-71
nrkamath@corpbank.co.in
Mr. Hemanta Kr. Deuri, Indian Overseas Bank, 119, Park 09435404040.
Street, White House, Kolkata
AGM
700016

20.

Mr. R.J. Tirkey, DGM

21.

Mr. R.S. Bhambre, AGM

22.

Mr. Anthony. T.O.
AGM and Branh Head

23.
24.

25.

NABARD. 2nd Floor, Abhilasha
Building, Plot No.6, Royd Street, Off
Park Street, Kolkata, West Bengal. Pin:
- 700016,
NABARD. 2nd Floor, Abhilasha
Building, Plot No.6, Royd Street, Off
Park Street, Kolkata, West Bengal. Pin:
- 700016,

9674391101, rj.tirkey@nabard.org

9674416249,
033-22552368,
mcid.wbro@gmail.com

, Federal Bank, Zonal Office, 6, 9874195212,
Hungerford Street, Kolkata – anthonyto@federalbank.co.in
700017
Mr. S.S. Radha Raman, SIDBI, 11, U. N. Brahmachari 033-66227502, 9433131910,
Street, Kolkata – 700001
DGM
Corporation Bank, Zonal Office, 3, 8584884215.
Mr. M.J. Ashok, AGM
Middleton Row, ground Floor, ashokrao.1960@yahoo.com
Kolkata-71
Mr. Anurag Srivastava, Joint
Secretary,
Finance Ph – 22536229, 9836817555,
IAS, Joint Secretary, Department, Govt. of West email – jsfinancewb@gmail.com
Finance
Bengal. Room No. – 1211,
“Nabanna”, Shibpur, 325, Sarat
Chatterjee Road, Howrah –
711102

List of Participants from MFIs:
Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name/designation
of Invitees
Kartick Biswas
Ajit Kr. Maity
Chandra Shekhar
Ghosh
Sunil chakraborty
Subrata Ghosh
Sunil Bothra

Name of Institutions
with address
Uttarayan Financial
Village Welfare Society
Bandhan

Contact
number
9831441774
9831004401
9830149724

Email id
info@uttarayan-mfi.com
ajitmaity@rediffmail.com
csghosh@bandhanmf.com

Seba Rahara
Seba Rahara
Arohan

9239157638
9830141845
9007828879

Seba-rahara@yahoo.in
info@sebamf.org
Sunil.bothra@arohan.in
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Sl.
No
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Name/designation
of Invitees
Shubhankar
Sengupta
Arup Kr. Das
Subho Biswas
Kuldip Maity
Gopalkrishnan
Akash Sharma
Prabindu
Kr.
Biswas
Tapas Majumder
Agniswar Banerjee
Ganesh Modak
Animesh Naiya
Debaditya
Chakraborty
Subhankar Mondal
Sundari Modak
Priyanka Sen
Mousumi Pachal
S.K.Sinha
G. Mukhopadhay
Pranab Rakshit
Sucheta Ghosh
Ratandeep Gupta
Subhendu Ghorami
Amresh Das
Joydeep Sarkar
Debasish Basu
Dilip Kr. Maity
Biswajit Das
Anjan Dasgupta
Vinod kr. Pandey
Indrajit Gupta
Gitanjali Satpathy
Antony Mondal
Gopal Ch. Baidya
Ronendra
Chowdhury
Sandip Dutta
S.K.Chakraborty
Ashoka Chatterjee
Alok Biswas
Jaydep Sarkar
Susen Dutta
Asit kumar Mitra

Name of Institutions
with address
Arohan

Contact
number
9874755971

Email id
shubhankar.sengupta@arohan.in

Arup & Associates
UFSPL
VFSPL
Janalakshmi
Janalakshmi
Barasat Sampark

9830173148
8420017081
9830353213
9901165373
9830505136
9830496859

arupca@gmail.com
Subho.biswas@ujjivan.com
kuldip@village.net.in
gopalkrishnan.s@janalakshmi.com
akash.sharma@janalakshmi.com
samparkmf@yahoo.co.in

LAMP
LAMP

7439023126
9836310717

GBK
DCBS
GBK

9830987098
7797200310
8336088100

DCBS
GBK
GBK
Unnati
Unnati
Sarala
Sarala
VFSPL
VFSPL
SKS
SKS
Unnati
ASAI
BJS
BJS
ASAI

9732694136
8336901160
8334004644
9830975993
9903308282
9883767927
9230574953
9831957375
9831065650
9163678822
9163669086
7278028378
9883072222
9830112349
9836186815
8100065555

L&T
Sarala
KSDF
KSDF
KDS
Bandhan

9674757640
9331256225
9674277412
9433231375
9674175596

Sahara Utsarga
Sahara Utsarga
Bandhan
Jagaran
Jagaran
AMFI-WB
AMFI-WB

9732685108
9836330757
9674175606
8017523700
8017523701
9836661575
9007508415

banerjee_agniswar07@rediffmail.c
om
grambikash@rediffmail.com
dcbsmsfi@gmail.com
debc1953@rediffmail.com
dcbsmfi@gmail.com
grambikash@rediffmail.com
mousumi.pachal@sarala.co.in
sandip.sinha@sarala.co.in
gjkgoutam@yahoo.co.uk
pranabrakshit@yahoo.co.in

subhendu.ghorami@sksindia.com
amaresh.das@sksindia.com
Jaydeep.sarkar@sarala.co.in
debasish@asa-international.in
maitydilip@yahoo.co.in
ceo@bjsmfindia.com
anjan.dasgupta@asainternational.in
vinodkumarpandey@ltfinance.com
ksdf_mm@yahoo.co.in
antonymndl3@gmail.com
kotaliparads@yahoo.co.in
ronendra.chowdhury@bandhanmf.
com
Suws.sandip@gmail.com
sk_chakravorty@yahoo.co.in
ashoka.chatterjee@bandhanmf.com

alok.biswas@jagaranmf.com
jaydeep.ghosh@jagaranmf.com
wb.amfi@gmail.com
wb.amfi@gmail.com
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Glimpses
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